Abstract-In this paper, we describe a consistency control algorithm for managing replicated files in the face of network partitioning due to node or communication link failures. It adopts a pessimistic approach in that mutual consistency among copies of a file is maintained by permitting files to be accessed only in a single partition at any given time. Our algorithm simplifies the Davcev-Burkhard "dynamic voting" algorithm and also improves its availability by adding the notion of "linearly ordered copies." We also give a proof that any pessimistic algorithm with fresh reads is one-copy serializable.
I. INTRODUCTION PARTITIONING of a distributed database (DDB)
A occurs when the sites in the network split into groups of communicating sites due to node or communication failures. The sites in each group can communicate with each other, but no site in one group is able to communicate with sites in other groups. We refer to each such group as a partition. Partitioning threatens both the consistency and availability of replicated files in the DDB. The pessimistic consistency control algorithms share the philosophy that mutual consistency is of considerably greater importance than availability [11- [3] , [6] -[111, [14] , [16] . Consistency of replicated files is enforced by permitting the files to be accessed only in one partition at any given time; this partition is called the majority partition. As a consequence, any updates which are permitted in a partition do not conflict with updates in other partitions, assuring mutual consistency of data when partitions are reunited.
In this paper, we consider only the pessimistic strategies. All pessimistic methods share the drawback that failures can occur in such a way that no updates can be performed anywhere in the system until these failures are repaired. While this is undesirable, it is a necessary property exhibited by any pessimistic protocol which tolerates network partitioning [ 151; thus, the challenge is to devise consistency control algorithms which preserve mutual consistency of replicated files and which, at the same time, provide improvement in the availability of files over that of existing schemes. To this end, we describe a consistency control algorithm which provides such an improvement. Our proposal is a modification of the "dynamic voting" scheme proposed recently by Davcev and Burkhard [6] . We improve upon their scheme in two respects.
First, our algorithm achieves greater availability than the Davcev-Burkhard algorithm does. Second, our algorithm is somewhat simpler. See Section IV for a comparison of our algorithm against the Davcev-Burkhard and other algorithms. This paper makes two contributions. The first is the introduction of our algorithm which improves the DavcevBurkhard algorithm. The second contribution of this paper is a proof that every pessimistic algorithm with fresh reads is one-copy serializable. Since one-copy serializability is the accepted correctness criterion for consistency control algorithms, this reduces the task of those who devise new consistency control algorithms: showing the algorithm is pessimistic is enough to show its correctness. Like Davcev and Burkhard, we assume the presence of a mechanism by which each site knows what sites it can talk to. Each site maintains its own connection vector in which this information is recorded continuously: the connection vector at a site S has 1's in the elements corresponding to sites with which S can communicate and 0's elsewhere. Communication failures and repairs are recorded instantly in the appropriate connection vectors, so that all connection vectors in a single partition are iden-U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright tical. We also assume that when a site S loses contact with another site, this information is recorded instantly not only in the connection vector of site S but also in another data structure (the update sites vector) to be described shortly. Davcev and Burkhard comment on page 90 of [6] that: ''Implementation of an efficient connection vector scheme is currently under study. The Tandem system provides similar network status change information within the Nonstop system." If such a mechanism is unavailable, we have an alternative algorithm which is described elsewhere [9] , [lo] .
ASSUMPTIONS
111. THE CONSISTENCY CONTROL ALGORITHM Throughout this section, we assume that there is a file f which is stored redundantly at n sites in the distributed system.' Initially, these sites are all connected and all copies are mutually consistent. We assign a priori a linear ordering, denoted by >, to all sites that have copies of the filef. Our algorithm uses this linear order to "break ties" between partitions when a majority partition decomposes into two subpartitions, each containing equal number of sites. We have chosen the terminology "linearly ordered copies" instead of "linearly ordered sites" since the linear ordering of sites applies only to the replicated file. The database may contain additional files which are stored redundantly at different sets of sites, and a different linear ordering of sites in each set may be selected for each replicated file. Since our protocol does not depend on the number of files which are replicated or on whether a different ordering of sites is chosen for each file, we shall continue to assume for ease of exposition that f is the only replicated file.
We associate with each copy of the fileffour values: a version number, an update sites cardinality, a distinguished site, and an update sites vector, defined as follows.
Dejinition I :
The version number of a copy J; at a site Si is an integer VN, which counts the number of successful updates to J;. Each site Si sets VN; to zero initially and increments it by one each time an update toJ; occurs.
Dejinition 2: Associated with each copy fi is another integer called the update sites cardinality, denoted Xi, which always reflects the number of sites participating in the most recent update tofi. Each site sets SCi to n (number of sites) initially, and whenever an update is made to fi, then SC, is set to the total number of copies which were updated during this update.
Dejinition 3: For each copy J ; , the value of the distinguished site variable, denoted DSi, identifies the site which is greater (in the linear ordering) than all other sites that participated in the last update to J;. Thus, the distinguished site entry DSi for the file copy J; at the site Si is determined as follows: if S I , , S, denote the sites 'Our work generalizes to the setting where transactions may update two or more files. Any such transaction Twill require a majority for every file in its read and write set.
that participated in the most recent update to copy J ; , and
Dejinition 4: An update sites vector, denoted SV,, for a copy J; is an ordered tuple ( b l , * -, b,) of bits, with bit b, corresponding to a site S,. For 1 I j I n , each bJ is set to 1 initially. Whenever a copy J; participates in an update, then bJ is set to 1 if the corresponding site S' is a participant and is set to 0 otherwise. Moreover, if a partition occurs separating site S, from site S, and if bj = 1, then the value of bJ is changed to 0.
The procedures later in this section explain the mechanics by which the data structures just described are modified. However, the change in the update sites vector caused by a new partitioning is recorded instantly by the same mechanism that maintains the connection vector described in Section 11. Note that this mechanism modifies the connection vector of site S when a communication link from site S to another site fails or is restored, but modifies the update sites vector of site S only upon failures. Restoration of communication links is not recorded instantly in the update sites vector; the sites themselves must record that information, as described in the Make-Current procedure below.
Before we can state our algorithm we need additional terminology.
Dejinition 5: The current version number of a replicated filefis the maximum taken over the version numbers of all copies off.
Dejinition 6: A copy is said to be current if its version number equals the current version number of the replicated file.
Dejinition 7: A partition P is said to be a majority partition if either of the following two conditions holds:
a) The partition P contains more than half of the current copies of the replicated filef.
b) The partition P contains exactly one half of the current copies of the file f and moreover, contains a site S such that i) the physical copy of the file at site S is current and ii) S > S' where S' is any other site containing a current copy off.
The following theorem whose proof is immediate provides the basis for the correctness of our consistency control algorithm.
7'heorem I :
There can be by Definition 7 at most one 0 Now, our algorithm provides that a site S, can update the filefonly if it lies in the majority partition. A site S, can easily determine if it belongs to a majority partition simply by examining its local information associated with J; , as in the procedure below. majority partition at any given time. : 1) The site S, counts the number of 1's in the update 2) If N > S C , / 2 , then S, lies in a majority partition.
Is-Majority
sites vector SV,. Call it N . ' The distinguished site can be chosen by any mechanism desired; the only requirement is that all participating sites must select the same site.
3) Otherwise, if N = S C j / 2 and if there exists a 1 in SV, corresponding to the site OSj, then also Si belongs to a majority partition.
4)
Otherwise, Si is not a member of a majority partition. Now suppose a site S receives an update request. It must first determine if it belongs to a majority partition. If so, it can process the update; otherwise the update is rejected. Specifically, S executes the following steps.
Do-Update:
I) S first determines if it belongs to a majority partition, by using the steps 1)-3) given above. If so, S proceeds to step 11; if not, S rejects the update.
11) Let P denote the partition containing the site S. In this step, assume that no changes occur to partition P during the message-passing to be described.
Step I11 will explain what modifications are made when failures or repairs occur during the message-passing.
We refer to S as the coordinator and the remaining sites in P as the subordinates. S sends to each subordinate an "intention-to-update'' message that includes the update to the file f and the new version number VN which is the old version number at S plus 1 . Upon receiving this message, a subordinate Si sends an acknowledgment to S along with its version number VN; if VN; # VN -1. When S receives acknowledgments from all the subordinates, it commits the update and sends the "commit" message, along with any missing updates, to all subordinates. When a commit message is received by subordinate Si, the site modifies the four values associated with its copy as follows: VNj = VN; SCj = card(P)3 (which is obtained by eration at a site is atomic in that either all five operations-the update together with the new values for all four variables-are performed in entirety or they are not performed at all.)
111)
Step I1 assumed no change in the connection vector during the protocol. Recall that all sites in P , by belonging to the same partition, share the same connection vector until the partition changes, at which time all the connection vectors change to reflect the new partition. If this common connection vector changes after S has sent the "intention-to-update" message but before S has sent the "commit" message, then S sends an "abort" message instead of the "commit" message. Any subordinate can abort if it has not sent an acknowledgment to the coordinator's "intention-to-update'' message. If the connection vector changes after subordinate X has acknowledged the "intention-to-update'' message but before X has received the "commit" message, then X must acquire values for its data structures for the coordinator S. If X is unable to do so, then it is blocked (and cannot participate in further elections) until such time as it can obtain the values from the coordinator or receives an offer to join a majority partition.
Our algorithm can be best illustrated by an example. counting the number of 1's in the connection vector); if card( P ) is even, then OSj = S' where S' in P is such that S' > S" for every S" in P , S" # S'; and SV, is set to equal the connection vector, i.e., it has 1's corresponding to the site in P and 0's elsewhere. (Thus, an update opAt this point a partition occurs such that the sites A , B , and C can communicate, but are isolated from sites D and E. The connection vectors and update sites vectors are modified immediately upon this partition change to yield following situation.
'Notation: For a set X, card ( X ) denotes its cardinality
The partition containing sites A , B , and C forms a majority partition. These three sites can determine if they belong to a majority partition by using the Is-Majority procedure, so they are allowed to continue to update the file. Suppose they update the fileftwice, change their VN and SC entries. Suppose then that B also becomes isolated from A and C , upon which the connection vectors and update site vectors are immediately modified. We have the following situation.
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--is similar to that given in the Do-Update procedure. The site S requests each site in P to run Is-Majority. If some site X in P determines locally that X belongs to a majority partition, then X sends its version number M to S and the sites in P form a new majority partition by executing the step g) below.
b) Otherwise, the site S obtains values for VNi, SC, ,
and DSi for all sites Si in partition P .
c) The site S calculates: Since sites A and C together contain a majority of the current copies of the replicated file, they form a majority partition even though there are only two sites (out of five) in this partition. Suppose sites A and C perform four update operations and subsequently become isolated. The system state has changed to the following. the value M = max { vlvi:Si E P } t h e s e t I = { S i~P : I / N j = M } .
Thus, M denotes the largest version number which is in P , and the set I consists of those sites in P which have the The novelty of our approach is that at this point A is a majority partition and can continue to perform the update.
In the example so far, the update sites vectors have been identical to their corresponding connection vectors. When repairs occur, this will no longer be the case. The Is-Majority procedure will sometimes return false in this case when in fact the site belongs to a majority partition. For example, if site C were to rejoin with site A in the above example, site C would not recognize that it still belongs to a majority partition, as matters stand so far. To correct this problem, and to allow sites with noncurrent copies of the file to catch up when they reunite with sites with a current copy, sites run the Make-Current procedure below. Whenever a site S notices that its connection vector and update sites vector differ (as they will when the site is newly repaired, for instance), the site obtains missing updates by attempting to form a new majority partition, as follows.
Make-Current: a) Let P denote the collection of sites that belong to the partition containing site S . If partition P changes during operation of this protocol, the protocol is aborted. Assume for this description that partition P does not change during the protocol. The modification for the failure case version number M . S then takes the update sites cardinality of any site in the set I . Denote this by N . e) Otherwise, if card(]) = N / 2 and if DSi E I such where DSi is the distinguished site value of any site in the set I , then also sites in P form a new majority partition by executing step g) below.
f ) Otherwise, site S must wait for some period of time and run this protocol again. g) When sites in P are permitted to form a new majority partition, the four values associated with each copy & in P are modified as follows: VN, = M + 1; SC; = card( P ) ; if card( P ) is even, then OSi = S' where S' in P is such that S' > S" for every S" in P , S" # S ' ; and the SVi is set equal to the connection vector (i.e., it has 1's corresponding to the sites in P and 0's elsewhere). Again, either all these changes succeed or none do. If the version number at any site Sj was not equal to M , then site Sj must also acquire the missing updates, which it can do from any site in P which had version number M . Example 1 , continued: Continuing with the previous state, assume that A , D , and E unite to form a single partition. Sites D or E might execute Make-Current. It would find, via clause a), that site A alone forms a majority partition, so that a new majority partition, containing all three sites, can be formed. The state after the Make-Current protocol completes is as follows.
that preserve the consistency of a replicated database without a mechanism for continuous maintenance of the connection vector. The algorithms are not unlike those in this paper, especially the Make-Current protocol. Now suppose sites A and D are both isolated, so that their update sites vectors change to (1, 0, 0, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 0, 1, 0), respectively. If site D were thereafter to reunite with site E , it might execute Make-Current. This time clauses b)-d) permit a new majority partition to be formed.
IV. OUR ALGORITHM VERSUS OTHER PESSIMISTIC
ALGORITHMS Our algorithm differs from the Davcev-Burkhard algorithm in three ways. First, we introduce a linear ordering on the sites. Davcev and Burkhard claim [6, p. 881 that their solution provides availability which is "considerably greater than in all previously published algorithms that guarantee mutual consistency. " Our algorithm achieves still greater availability, as is shown by the analysis of our related algorithms in [9] and [lo]. The example given earlier showed that our algorithm can permit updates when only a single site is up, while the DavcevBurkhard algorithm (as presented in [6] ) cannot.
The second difference between our algorithm and the Davcev-Burkhard algorithm lies in the data structures. They use a partition vector, which is an array of n integers, where we use two integers ( S C and DS ) and an array of n bits (our update sites vector). The Davcev-Burkhard Merge algorithm requires passing around all n integers in their partition vector, while our analogous Make-Current protocol passes only the SC and DS integers. Thus, we will have shorter messages to distribute when partitions are reuniting.
The third difference is a subtle difference, by choice rather than necessity. We have chosen to treat a merge of partitions as a null update, by incrementing the version numbers when a merge occurs. Our analysis [9] , [lo] demonstrates that doing so yields improved availability. However, the algorithm would still be correct without this aspect, and the Davcev-Burkhard algorithm could itself be modified likewise if one so chooses.
The presence of a mechanism for maintaining the connection vector continuously permits sites to determine locally whether they are in a majority partition. Without such a mechanism, message-passing is required. The ability to make local decisions reduces the chance of deadlock. We have presented elsewhere [9] , [ 101 algorithms V. PROOF OF CORRECTNESS In this section, we show that our consistency control algorithm is correct. The proof consists of the following two steps: 1) Our algorithm is a pessimistic algorithm.
2) Any pessimistic algorithm with fresh reads yields one-copy serializable (see below) executions of transactions.
We deal will these steps in reverse order. The proof of the second step is given in a more general setting than required here.
A . Serializability of Pessimistic Protocols
Below, we define first the notion of one-copy serializability which is our correctness criterion for managing replicated data. We then show that any pessimistic scheme is one-copy serializable.
I) Basic Concepts:
We assume that our database consists of a set of logical files, denoted f, g, * * * . Each logical file has one or more physical copies. We denote byfi, f 2 , , f n the physical copies off. A transaction is a program that issues READ and WRITE operations on the logical files. It is the job of the consistency control protocol to translate the reads and writes on the logical files into the actual reads and writes on the physical copies of the files.
As in [4], [5], we can model executions of transactions by a log. A log describes the order in which read and write operations on physical copies o f f are processed. Formally, a log is a partial order of read and write operations on physical copiesf, off. We use < to denote the partial order.
Logs can be represented pictorially as follows:
We let r, [ TJ reads-f-from T, in one log, then this relationship holds in the other log as well.
A serial log is a totally ordered log such that for every pair of transactions T, and either all of T,'s operations precede all of TJ's or vice versa.
Finally, we say that a log is one-copy serializable (1-SR) if it is equivalent to a serial one-copy log.
We adopt one-copy serializability as our correctness criterion for managing replicated data. It is worth noting that a serial log need not be 1-SR [4], [ 5 ] .
2) Pessimistic Protocols: In order to show that any pessimistic algorithm is l-SR, we must define our terms precisely. A pessimistic algorithm operates as follows. When a transaction T amves at a site, the site runs a procedure that returns, for each file f i n the read-and writesets of T, a list of sites called the majority group forf. If any of these lists are empty, then the site rejects the transaction. Otherwise, the site translates each logical write operation w ( f ) in T into physical write operations onto all copies of the majority group forf, and each logical read operation r( f ) in T into a physical read operation from any copy in the majority group forf. In terms of the log L , we represent a logical read as follows: suppose transaction T, reads a copy f, from among copies f l , * * , fm in the majority group, then L contains r, [ J ; ] < rr, [ fs] where 1 I j I m and rr, [ fs] denotes that T, selected the copy f, from among f,, * --, f,. We rely on a standard commitment protocol to preserve the atomicity of transactions. For the algorithm to be labeled "pessimistic," it must ensure the following. 1) For each replicated filef, there is at most one majority group at any time.
2) All copies off in the majority group for f are identical.
3) Majority groups may shrink or expand due to site or communication link failures and repairs. Majority groups may even be lost, and new majority groups may form when the failures are repaired. Let P and P' denote two consecutive majority groups for a file f such that transactions T and T' read or write f i n P and P', respectively.
Then P' contains a site S such that either S belonged to P or S copied its file from a site in P.
Each pessimistic scheme has a mechanism which can tell if a collection of sites constitutes a majority group. For example, in the primary site scheme, there is a primary copy for each file f, and the majority group for f consists of the site that has the primary copy. Thus, all reads and writes of this file are directed to this copy. Similarly, in the true-copy token strategy, the majority group for a filefconsists of the site that has the file token. Most other schemes including ours use version numbers associated with copies; these version numbers are used to decide as to the existence of majority groups. It is not important to know in the proof below the exact mechanism used by an algorithm to determine whether a given group is a majority group for a filef; it is enough that there is such a mechanism. meorem 2: Any log L for a pessimistic consistency control algorithm with fresh reads is 1-SR.
Proof: We associate with the log L a directed graph G as follows. in G from T, to Tk (where i , j , and k are distinct), then there is a path in G from To see that a) holds, assume that two transactions (call them To and T,) both write copies off. If both execute in the same majority group P , then both write a copyf, off. Since writes conflict and by assumption all conflicting operations on any copy are totally ordered, it follows that either T, precedes T/ or TJ precedes T, in G.
Next assume that the two transactions execute in different majority groups, say Po and P,. By condition 3 ) in our characterization of pessimistic algorithms, the majority groups associated with file fare totally ordered. Without loss of generality, assume that Po precedes P, in the given order, and denote by PI, * , P, -all the intermediate majorities between Po and P, such that a transaction T, either reads or writesf in P I ,
By condition 3 ) , Po and P I have a copy in common; thus transactions To and TI both read or write this common copy, so that there is an arc in G from To to T I . Continuing this argument inductively, we find a path from To to T, through arcs T I , * , T, -Note that the condition 2) of our characterization insures that the two operations on the copy common to two consecutive majorities are conflicting operations.
To prove b), we assume that TJ reads-ffrom T,. Then T, to TJ, to Tk as well. This completes the proof.
B. Correctness of Our Consistency Control Algorithm
In this section, we show that our consistency control protocol is correct. To this end, we shall show that our protocol meets the characterization of a pessimistic algorithm given in the previous section. This combined with the result given in the previous section will prove that our algorithm yields one-serializable logs.
Theorem 3: Our protocol is a pessimistic algorithm with fresh reads.
Proof: It is clear that our protocol satisfies our three conditions that characterize a pessimistic algorithm, except that we must show that there is at most one majority group at any time. The proof is via induction on the CVN, the current version number of the replicated filef. First suppose that CVN = 0. Then all n copies offare mutually consistent. Thus any majority group P will require either at least n / 2 + 1 sites or exactly n / 2 sites in which case P will also have to contain a site S such that S > S' where S' is any other site. Since there can be at most one such group, our claim follows.
Next assume that our claim holds for CVN = k -1 and that CVN = k. Suppose that the kth update was made in a group called Q. Note that whenever the file is updated (using the procedure Do-Update) or a copy is allowed to catch up (using the procedure Make-Current), we increment the version numbers of all participating copies by one, and therefore, the version numbers of current copies are always monotonically increasing. Thus, if Si denotes a site outside group Q , its version number VNj will be less than k, and moreover, the number of 1's in SVi will be either less than S C j / 2 or equal to S C j / 2 but SV; will not have a 1 corresponding to the site OS;. Thus, any group P formed entirely from the sites outside P will not be a majority group, and any majority group P will have to have a majority from copies in Q. Since there can be at most one such group at one time, the claim follows. 0 VI. CONCLUSION In this paper, we have described a pessimistic consistency control algorithm for managing replicated files in the presence of network partitioning due to node and communication link failures. Our algorithm, like the DavcevBurkhard algorithm upon which it is based, provides a mechanism for dynamic reassignment of votes. Our algorithm achieves greater availability than the DavcevBurkhard algorithm by linearly ordering the copies of the file. A second contribution of this paper is a proof that every pessimistic algorithm with fresh reads is one-copy serializable.
Although we have made no assumptions about the frequency of network partitions and our algorithm adapts to the topological changes of the network, it is crucial to the performance of our proposal that changes in the network topology take place "slowly" and that sites discover changes in the system configuration resulting from site or communication link failures quickly. We cannot permit different partitions to form a common partition unless all copies in the newly formed partition have identical version numbers, update sites cardinality, and distinguished sites value, and are actually mutually consistent, and therefore, our algorithm will provide greater file availability if the network is "slowly changing." As an example, consider a file stored redundantly at sites A , B , C , and D. Suppose the sites are linearly ordered as follows:
Suppose that site B , C , and D one by one are isolated from the other sites, leaving four one-site partitions. If the change from the four-site partition to four single-site partitions occurs quickly, with no updates occurring in between, then all sites must block until sites are reunited. On the other hand, if these changes occur slowly, with at least one update being processed between each change, then all updates arriving in partitions ABCD, ACD, A D , and A will be accepted. Partition A , even though it is but a single site, can continue processing updates in this case. He is an Assistant Professor in Computer Science at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, having joined the faculty there in the Fall of 1987. Before that he was a member of the Computer Science and Systems Branch at the Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC. His interests inanalysis of heuristic search, the theory of gameabases, and cryptography.
